
What We Realised About the Coronavirus 
And the Accompanying Economic Meltdown in 2020

‘Do not Grieve if the Darkness becomes Long....After the Darkness the Brightness will be Long’
Master Shams – Sufi Master – Master Teacher of Rumi  
‘Both Light and Shadow are the Dance of LOVE’ - Rumi
‘Humanity is entering the Wilderness Experience and in the Wilderness will find how little is required for full
living, true experience and real happiness...Freedom from material things carries its own beauty and 
reward, its own joy and glory. Thus will humanity be liberated to live the life of the Mind’
The Tibetan Master DK (Arcane Teachings for the New Age)
‘Things shall Change in the Twinkling of an Eye’ - The Christ (Lord of Love and Prince of Peace)
For one of the most inspiring UTube videos you will ever see go to ‘Two Steps from Hell’ - ‘Unbreakable 
Feat’ (Send it on to your global network). Very relevant for the present>future crisis

Introduction
As most of you (hopefully) know the outflow or wave out of every Full Sun-Moon Astrological 

Cycle (once a month) reveals the energy and knowledge and revelation of that particular astrological 
Archetype in relation to the time (date/year) and circumstances in question. So obviously the Pisces Full 
Sun-Moon Cycle of 2020 will be different to 2019, etc. IF we are conscious and attuned to these Cycles and
Energy Impacts we will obviously receive more clear information and understanding of the Zodiacal Cycle 
in question. We attune to these Cycles every month and over the annual cycle itself (Beginning March 21 
when the Sun enters Aries, the 1st sign, to the 12th and final sign Pisces – now). In fact this is and will be 
the revelation of the new Soul-Based science of Planetary Astrology, which is quite different to more 
traditional forms of personal-based astrology (A few weeks ago I tried to explain this to a traditional 
astrologer in S Africa but she did not catch this difference. As the saying goes the ‘level of consciousness 
determines what we perceive, understand and communicate’).

Over the outflow of this Pisces Full Sun-Moon Cycle (March 9/10/11/12) I ‘realised’ the following
in terms of the Coronavirus and the ongoing economic meltdown of the old corrupted economic system 
(Both situations are connected directly to the Pluto-Saturn-Mercury conjunction in Capricorn. Saturn 
represents the old crystallised corrupted system, while Pluto represents the ‘forces of the underworld’ that 
are bringing down and radically transforming this system). Coronavirus is a virus (or living elemental) from 
the underworld. It was activated when it ‘jumped’ from a fruit bat to a civet cat to a human in a Chinese ‘wet’
animal market. And this disgusting insane cruelty to the animal kingdom is now reaping its dire 
consequences. Since that time in January [the date of the conjunction] China has closed 20,000 such markets.
The fact that these ‘wet’ markets were even allowed to exist says it all about this disgraceful way of treating 
animals, many of which are poached from countries like S Africa and S America, etc. IF (as some say, 
including the Chinese, Russians and Iranians) the virus was ‘weaponised’ by the US Government and 
Military [one can put nothing beyond these psychopathic lunatics] it makes no difference. It is a pandemic 
and the US will suffer the most due to its political>economic>military insanity and complete cut off from 
sanity, nevermind divine Law. It is said that the US may already have 50,000 to 100,000 virus infections, and
Trump and Pence have been in direct contact with virus carriers from Brazil, etc. Big Surprises and Shocks 
are on the way (In February dumb Trump gave one of his idiotic speeches to his equally dumb-minded 
followers in which he bragged that the US only had 15 people with virus infections, and that this would 
decrease to 5 in a few weeks. Now he says the US has a national crisis and blocks all travel to the US from 
Europe, etc. He has thus directly contributed to this national crisis and should be in jail not sitting in the 
White/Dark House sprouting dangerous nonsense, but maybe many Americans are plain dumb).   

Firstly an economic meltdown would not have stopped this corrupted economic system as the super-
rich and rich and the global corporations would have actually benefited from this meltdown as they have 
much of their money secreted away in safe financial tax-evasion havens. It is said that the amount of money 
in these tax-avoidance havens is around $50 trillion and maybe much more. Since the last financial 
meltdown in 2008 the super-rich and rich have added around -+ $21 trillion to their over-stuffed pockets, 
much of it secreted away in these corrupted safe havens (Virgin Islands, Jersey, Cayman Islands, Panama, 
etc, etc, etc). Around 50% of these havens are British owned. The British Government and its jolly friends 
gain a lot of money from these illegal offshore havens. Why billionaires want even more billions is a 
mystery, outside of the fact that making and having more and more money is as much an addiction as heroin 
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addiction. Happily they cannot take this money or their material possessions with them when they leave their
old diseased bodies ( and then find themselves, to their shock and awe, ‘alive’ and having to ‘reap what they 
have selfishly sown’). So an economic meltdown and depression would not have really brought down the old
corrupted system and no real change would have occurred (which is the aim of a Pluto-Saturn conjunction).

Secondly ‘something’ far more drastic, all-encompassing and over-whelming would be required to 
bring down the old corrupted economic (political-social-sporting-entertainment-tourism-etc-etc) world.  
‘Something’ that no one could avoid, and would strike wherever and whoever it chose to strike and bring 
down this old corrupted human world and its systems. ‘Something’ from the Pluto underworld that would 
‘come out of the dark blue’ and take the human race by complete shock and surprise. This is the Coronavirus,
a virus that is different to similar viruses in that it spreads itself so quickly and secretly and deceptively that 
it cannot be detected or stopped (The Coronavirus thus acts like the dark Lodge itself – it has photocopied 
the dark Lodge and operates behind the visible scenes, spreading itself here and there and everywhere, and 
no one is safe from it. Donald Trump and V-P Pence met with the Brazilian Communications Minister who 
did not realise he has the virus and thus they became potentially effected. Trump has refused to be tested as 
his inflated boy-ego cannot believe that he, the Trump, could be hit by the virus. But no one can escape this 
dark Pluto-dancing virus and if Trump and/or Pence have the virus they will have to ‘go into quarantine’ 
and then what? By US law if the President and Vice-President are out of operation [die/diseased/are in two 
plus week quarantine] Nancy Pelosi, the Democratic ‘speaker’ of the Congress, becomes President. Big 
Surprises are on the shocking way. The ego-mad male politicians are been followed by the Coronavirus who 
is even a bigger trickster than they are (Such viruses emerge from the Pluto/Kali underworld, which is 
feminine-earth based. It attacks from ‘below ground’, a well known feminine shadow trick which men are 
terrified of because they cannot control this. Women know about this – ha ha).  

Take the above and add the complete collapse of the global market-force economic system, and 
the tens of millions of large/medium/small businesses that will be directly hit and will go bankrupt (which 
will create much pain and hardship and trauma for many people), plus the whole education 
system (also corrupt re its brainwashing of children and adult students re the old outdated way of thinking 
and living), plus the huge effect upon national leaders and governments (many will fall), plus upon all 
sporting activities (soccer/rugby/athletics/Olympics/etc  - without the watching crowds is not really worth 
watching or even playing as the atmosphere is missing), plus the huge hit upon the so-called arts 
(theatre/film/hollywood/music/fashion/exhibitions/etc),  plus on tourism (and thus too hotels/B & B’s/tourist
resorts/the tourist food industry/etc/etc), plus on airlines/cruise ships/etc, plus all conferences, etc, etc and 
we can see the whole ediface of the old humanity falling apart. 

Now this might seem to be a terrible and very painful scenario  (which in one way it of course is) 
BUT how else will the old outdated crystallised corrupted human world change? The real extent of this 
corruption and all the pain and suffering it causes is beyond all human imagination. In fact the worst effects 
of the coronavirus are nothing in comparison to these effects (re wars and their horrific effects, diseases 
(cancers, AIDS, etc], global mafia’s, sex trafficking (see the Jeffrey Epstein case – no one has yet been 
arrested and imprisoned, and this is not at all the worst case of such trafficking), the drug trade, the weapons 
industry, the treatment of the animal kingdom (domestic/the meat industry, and the poaching industry – 
rhino’s have been devastated in S Africa as a whole, and elephants too, and this is only the tip of the 
poaching iceberg; ‘Wet’ animal markets exist throughout Asia and not only China). And all the above is still 
only the tip of the corrupted iceberg. What about coal mining and the fossil fuel industry that is the main 
cause of catastrophic Global Warming and Climate Change? What about the way 1st World Governments and
multinational companies blackmail 2nd/3rd World Countries? Africa as a whole pays out more money (to 
banks, IMF, World Bank, etc) than it receives from banks, NGO’s, etc. The UK has Pakistani and upper 
white-class sex-trafficking rings that traffic huge numbers of girls and women. And so on, and so on.

People ignore all the above as if it is...well...beyond control...but it is totally out of alignment with 
the way humanity is supposed to live according to divine Law. There IS divine Law and a divine Plan, and 
humanity has to change radically to come into right alignment with this Law-Plan, and this cannot occur 
without this old, outdated, corrupted human world being destroyed. Pluto is the planet that is governed by 
Ray 1 – the Power to destroy illusion and thus too corruption, and this is the Purpose of the Pluto-Saturn 
conjunction. So what is happening re the coronavirus pandemic and economic meltdown (etc, etc) has to 
happen, and is destined to happen, and will continue to happen until this destruction has done its required 
Work. As Mikhail Gorbachev once said ‘Before there can be perestroika [reconstruction] there must first be 
destruction’ (It took him 7-years to destroy the old Soviet Union). If the coronavirus is contained (it will not 
be) another virus will take over, for humans cannot control what is happening as it is destined Time for the 
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old (Pisces Age) world to die. This dying-death-completion process will continue until 2025 although 2020 
will be the year that already brings this old corrupted world down.  
       
Perception is the Key and the Cause – Either Wrong/Lower or Right/Higher Perception

And here is the vital factor in the above scenario. The underlying cause of all this manifold 
corruption (gross and subtle) is the lower rational mind and its ‘perception’. Lets take an important 
historical example, which remains the same today. The German/Nazi regime ‘rationalised’ why it had to go 
to war and create the Concentration Camps to kill off the Jews (and Gypsies, Left-Wingers, Slavs, etc, etc). 
To the Nazi’s this was plain ‘common [lower] rational sense’. Paradoxically the Death Camps did not kill off
the Jews (and others) and was the cause behind the Jews getting Palestine as their Homeland (A strange 
paradox indeed). So what did the Jews do as a result of their great suffering and getting their Homeland? 
They booted the Arab Palestinians (who had lived in Palestine for hundreds of years) out of their villagers 
and homes and drove them into exile (Just as numerous nations had driven the Jews into exile). Since that 
time the Jews/Israeli’s have persecuted and murdered the Palestinians because, rationally, they have to do 
this to ‘protect themselves’ (This is the same rational-minded excuse many nations gave for persecuting the
Jews). We know a number of religious Jews in Johannesburg who approve fully of this persecution and 
murdering and they all give fine ‘rational-minded’ reasons for this ‘crime against humanity’). The Germans 
and Jews both have well-developed lower rational minds, as do many people/nations in the modern era, but 
people do not realise that there is a Mind>Perception that is beyond the lower rational mind. The lower 
rational (dangerous) mind is the ruler of today’s humanity and its political>economic>social, educational, 
military and religious system(s) and this is why people cannot see beyond it – cannot see that there is 
anything beyond and far better than this dangerously corrupted mind and system. 

In other words this lower rational mind and its lower (material-based) ego-perception is the 
real big problem, and it has to go down. The coronavirus and the total economic (etc, etc) meltdown is 
necessary to ‘bring this mind down’ for the rational mind cannot control the coronavirus or the 
meltdown. It is said by some that there is no antidote for this form of coronavirus and no matter how much 
money (many billions) is spent of trying to find this anti-virus it will not work. This coronavirus is the Great
Feminine-Earth Underworld Trickster (Pluto/Kali in deep subtle operation) – it is too feminine-
underworld-devious clever for the masculine lower rational mind, and it is going to bring down the whole 
man-made edifice (which far too many women have fully supported). And Thank God/Goddess for That. 
Thank You Miss Pluto/Kali Coronavirus. Thank You for your Devious Grace. Your very Naughty Slippery 
Disruptive Nature. Mother Earth is, at last, doing the ‘reaping of what has been sown’ (Remember Mother 
Nature/the Trees doing this in The Lord of the Rings).  The lower rational mind and fear go together, for if
this mind feels threatened it obviously produces great fear and insecurity, and literally all the media attention 
given to the virus and economic meltdown is based around rational-minded perception and fear. The subtle 
causes are not even thought about. Only what is happening above ground. The lower rational mind could 
actually start a 3rd World Nuclear War and make rational excuses for why it is necessary. 9/11 was instigated 
by the US and Israel in order to torment ‘ever-ongoing war’. This was rationalised by these lunatics, and they
knew that no one (especially the political classes and their media) would believe that they had instigated it. 
So they got away with it. Now they will pay the deadly price, as the Coronavirus seeks them out and their 
economic agenda collapses all around them. No more air travel, no more hotels and fancy tourist resorts, and 
the banks will soon go too. What use billions when you cannot travel or go to fancy restaurants or mix with 
family or friends or watch the Olympics, etc? A micro-small invisible virus will be the victor. But everyone 
needs to radically transform their thinking, perception, planning and living and not only the 1%.            

The fear and panic that coronavirus is bringing about is actually required to bring about the 
economic meltdown and its all-encompassing effects, for ‘fear’ has been/is the main weapon the dark Forces 
use to attempt to imprison the human race, so now ‘fear itself’ is backtracking on its dark rational-minded 
adherents and bringing about the coronavirus>economic collapse. The virus does not pass by politicians and 
rich people, etc. And many of the men who form the core of the deep dark state (in all nations) are in fact 
‘old’ and thus susceptible to dying from the virus. They know this so they must be very afraid, although they 
will of course not admit this to anyone. Hubris. All in all it can be Seen (with the deeper/higher 
Mind>Perception) that what is happening, despite all the painful repercussions, is necessary to bring down 
the old world. The 2020 Drama needs to be Seen in this way. It needs to be Seen beyond the rational way 
in which it is normally seen, for the (lower) rational mind cannot perceive Causes but only effects and gross 
causes. The spread of fear and panic (although the Great God Pan is not in panic) is what is necessary to 
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bring the whole old corrupted system into meltdown and collapse. The great Reaping of what has been sown 
is now happening, and has to be Seen in this context. The lower rational mind>perception, and thus too fear, 
has to be put aside. This IS the Way of Protection – the automatic Way of Alignment to the Mind of the Soul 
(The Christed Mind. The Buddhic Mind). Great Minds/Thinkers are required (the symbol of 
Perseus/Hercules/Theseus – male-female Hero-Warriors/esses). No fear – only Attention. In the Perseus 
myth it is these Hero-Warriors who are preparing themselves (via facing/killing the three-headed ego-dog 
and the snake-headed Medusa – symbols of the lower self and its ignorance, fear and excessive desires) to 
finally rescue Andromeda the Beautiful Princess (symbol of the Soul), just before Cetus, the sea-monster, 
let loose by Pluto, devours Her. Good to Think about This (Thank You Genoa for informing us about Cetus, 
and that the Kraken is not actually related to this myth, outside of Hollywood’s false interpretation). The 
opposite of ego-based fear and insecurity is Soul-Based Faith and Trust, and Inner Security, and as Christ 
said ‘The Peace that Passeth all understanding’, meaning the Inner Peace and Security that comes from 
having Faith and Trust, which = LOVE, or Christ/Soul Consciousness. And this is the only authentic 
Protection during times of great crisis. Being In Attunement with the Soul, the Inner All-Knowing Self, 
and being Guided by It (not IT) is the only way to Know what and where is safe or not. IT/Smartphones 
and the lower rational mind cannot provide any real safeguards. The lower rational mind and its excuse-
making perception is being destroyed, but the Higher Deep-Thinking and Intuitive Mind Always Stands 
Strong and Steady, beyond fear, and In Control.  

The Wilderness Experience
As the Tibetan Master DK says about this time ‘Humanity is entering the Wilderness Experience’. 

2,000 years ago Jesus entered the 40-day ‘wilderness experience in the desert’, where he was ‘tested by 
Lucifer’ (so to speak). 40 is the symbolical-literal number of ‘initiation’ and humanity has now entered its 
collective initiation ‘wilderness experience’. Desert is a symbol for loneliness – for being alone, be it forced 
and/or voluntary alone, which is part of the ‘wilderness experience’. The Coronavirus and economic 
meltdown (etc, etc) is bringing this about. In this mystical sense the 
Darkness/Underworld/Coronavirus/Pluto Meltdown is the medium for this ‘wilderness experience’ and 
thus too collective initiation. ‘Out of the Darkness comes the Light’ (Thank you to Imogen’s inspired Pluto 
poem). ‘Blessed are the Cracked for They Let in the Light’.  Best to view this time as an opportunity to 
become ‘ego-cracked’ so that the ‘Soul Light can Come In’. The ‘wilderness experience’ is one in which one 
becomes ‘tested’. Maybe Lucifer (the Light Bearer and ex-head of the Earth’s Archangels) tests collective 
humanity, or maybe humanity (and all humans) undergo their own ‘testing’ by having to face themselves and
their own ego-based ignorance, naivety, fears, insecurities, arrogance, and their own Soul/Christ Light, 
Love, Courage, Sense of Higher Purpose, Trust and Faith, Pioneering Creativity, and Capacity to Serve the 
Greater Good? Either way humanity has now entered the ‘wilderness testing experience’ via the Coronavirus
and economic meltdown (etc). But, as DK says, via this experience, learning to live simply with far less 
material desires and possessions, and to learn to live as Minds, as Higher Consciousnesses, is a great 
Blessing, Grace, Glory and Joy. This is the Grand Life-Adventure humanity has now entered.            

The Jupiter-Pluto Conjunction on April 5 and Throughout 2020 – The Great Spread of the Virus
On April 5 (and twice more this year) Jupiter and Pluto make exact conjunction in Capricorn. 

Jupiter = expansion-spreading out, and Pluto = the rising up from the underworld = the spreading out all over
the globe of the coronavirus and economic meltdown. I (Imogen) was informed in meditation that 60% of 
the population will get the virus. One in -+ 100 will ‘pass on’ from it (into subtle forms of life and evolution).
Many will be older people who are ill and/or have weak immune systems, and this is no tragedy as passing 
on for such people can be a great blessing and joy and release (once they leave their old tired bodies). It is 
very interesting to note that the virus seems to bypass children (Is this a symbol of ‘children representing 
the new world’?). Jupiter normally represents grace, and the forces of the spiritual overworld, so this 
conjunction is a fusion of Jupiter/Overworld and Pluto/Underworld.  Rays 2 (Love-Wisdom) and Ray 1 
(Power – in its Plutonic destruction-of-illusion sense). Perception Wise this = Instinctive>Intuitive 
Perception. We will need to Listen to this Deeper>Higher Perception and Obey it. If it says ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ in 
terms of going here or there or doing this or that, etc. Let us all Remember This. Each time Jupiter-Pluto 
conjunct the virus will spread exponentially beyond human control, but this is a co-operative process 
between the Forces of the Overworld and Underworld, which is fascinating in itself (and attuned to the 
Greek Myth). From a religious perspective it is analogous to Christ/Jupiter and Lucifer/Pluto working 
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together for the greater good of human evolution. There are Mysteries and there are Mysteries. Or, as Rumi 
says, ‘Light and Shadow are the dance of LOVE’. Only the Higher Mind can SEE-UNDERSTAND This.

Another facet of this Jupiter-Pluto conjunction in Capricorn will be the appearance of ‘false 
messiahs’ as Jupiter represents religious cum spiritual teachers/guru’s/messiahs and Pluto represents the 
underworld and shadow and thus too falsehood and deception. Everyone should be very aware of this (from 
April 5 and through 2020) because these false messiahs will be very deceptive and in certain ways darkly 
magnetic (Trump and Boris Johnson are good examples in this regard). Many ignorant and naive people will 
sadly fall for these false saviours and will be dragged and drugged back into the Pisces Age. This is 
nevertheless part of the ‘testing’ experience. Whether Lucifer himself will appear to do this final ‘testing’ we 
will have to see. This is, after all (in reality) Lucifer’s Work. Lucifer is not, per se, the Dark Prince, for His 
Name means the Light Bearer (Luci-fer from Latin), for the real darkness is the human lower ego/shadow. If
Lucifer does choose to do this final ‘testing’ many millions and more will follow Him into slavery because 
Lucifer is a mighty powerful and super-magnetic chappie. The Darkness (Lucifer/Lord of Matter) comes 
before the Light (the Christ/Lord of Love and Light). Some of these false messiahs might be in the political 
field (Capricorn. Saturn, the Two-Horned Goat man/woman, governs the ego of Capricorn. Venus, the Solar 
Angel/Soul, rules the Soul of Capricorn). In a sense D the Trump is an all too good example of this type of 
false messiah (Trump has actually said he is the Messiah of the Jews and the Saviour of the USA). And look 
how many people, including seemingly intelligent people, have been conned by Trump (In fact if you look 
closely at Trump’s face you will clearly see, in his eyes, the mark of Lucifer). He is darkly magnetic, and 
when he speaks to large audiences you will see how he is ‘taken over’ (via his words and arm-hand 
movements) by a darker force than himself (Just like Hitler). We know a number of people, seemingly 
intelligent, who have become Trump fanatics. Why? Largely because they have ‘holes’ in their 
astral/emotional bodies, and because they are deeply insecure and complexed within themselves, and thus are
susceptible to being ‘taken over’ by such false messiahs (who have the same emotional self-deluded 
narcissistic problem). So be very aware of this happening from April 5 and do not be fooled.           

Inter-Linked Astrological Transits     
Now Neptune enters the 3rd decanate (20 to 30-degrees) of Pisces the last five days of April (and

remains there until 2025). This activates the sub-influence of Scorpio and its ruling planets Pluto-Mars. 
This = the final battleground or End of Days of the Age of Pisces. This will add the ‘out of the deep blue’ 
dissolution>collapse equation of the old world as Pisces/Neptune>Scorpio>Pluto-Mars is connected to 
this. It will be very destructive in the sense of this very quick and shocking dissolution>collapse (keynotes 
of Pisces-Neptune) and self-destruction (Scorpio and Pluto-Mars) of the old outdated human world order. It 
should be noted that this is ‘self-destruction’ - in other words it is the ‘reaping of what has been sown’. It is 
not coronavirus (etc) per se – the virus and meltdown (etc) are the ‘mediums’ for the ‘reaping’.       

On March 23 Saturn enters Aquarius and on March 31 Mars enters Aquarius. This will set off 
the time for a new ‘seeding’ phase of Aquarius Energy>Activity, which may mean small seed groups of 
people meeting together in local areas to co-create millions of localised support groups and networks and 
creative projects, in order to face and move through this global crisis and turning point. This might be a 
forced process, for one of the major repercussions of all the above is the breakdown of the old 
economic>social order which will force people to live more simply, and to thus co-create local 
human>spiritual>material support groups. Mars in Aquarius = pioneering types initiating these groupings 
(men and women pioneers) all around the planet.

Interesting to note with all the ‘purificatory processes’ taking place (washing the hands regularly, 
sanitisers, essential oil purifiers/sprays, giving up meat, eating less food and more healthy food, boosting the 
immune system with Vit C/D/B Complex/Iron/Zinc/Sun/Meditation/etc, etc) is very much in tune with the 
Saturn-Pluto conjunction bring in the 6th ‘house’ of Virgo (= personal/global/national/social purification).
How many people washed their hands regularly before this crisis (in the home/shops/supermarkets/ 
restaurants/businesses?). Very unhealthy indeed. Thank You Miss Virgo Goddess. 

The Rising Sign of the Conjunction was LEO = hundreds of millions (maybe billions) of people 
Waking Up and Individualising their consciousness, thinking, choices, actions and way of living (= LEO, 
sign of the Waking Up>Individualising Process). A true Individual cannot be enslaved. People who follow 
‘mass [belief] consciousness’ are enslaved and can be enslaved. The Trump followers are slaves. The market-
force followers are slaves. The followers of man-made religions are slaves. Anyone who ‘follows’ ego-made 
systems – political, economic, social or religious is a slave. LEO says INDIVIDUALISE – and become 
FREE.  Aquarius is the opposite-complementary sign of Leo - = Individualise Consciousness (become a 
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Knower and not a believer) and also work creatively in small decentralised groups to serve the greater good. 
There is a remarkable black (30-year young) S African Gwen Ngwenya (the SA Democratic Alliance Party’s
‘head of policy’) who says the following of groups ‘There are legitimate and illegitimate groups, defined by 
two characteristics – voluntary association and the option to leave. If you cannot do these two things it 
sounds like a pretty oppressive and illegitimate group to me’. In other words no one can tell someone that 
they cannot leave any group at any time and/or be censored if they leave the group. Legitimate (Aquarius-
based) groups are voluntary, independent, decentralised and serve the greater good of all the individuals 
making up the group and the group itself and the larger whole (locality/nation/planet/humanity). 

So the higher dual-aim of the Sun-Pluto-Saturn-Mercury conjunction in Capricorn is firstly (via 
the destruction and dissolution of the old world order) to Individualise the consciousness of billions of 
humans so that they Wake Up to their higher Selves and higher Responsibilities to life, and secondly for such
people to form into these small localised (Aquarius-based) Support Groups and Networks and serve the 
greater good of humanity and the planet within their locality. 

‘Light and Shadow, and Destruction and Re-Creation are the Dance of LOVE’.   

* The USA has gone into national lockout mode. Only gatherings of 10 people will be allowed. Near-all 
large gathering events (sports/festivals/theatre/film/casino’s/conferences/restaurants/etc/etc) have been 
banned for 8 weeks (and if the virus is still not contained what then?). The Federal Reserve has lowered its 
interest rate to 0% and pumped $1.5 trillion into Wall Street and the big banks but this has failed to save 
the meltdown, and is only adding a massive amount of extra debt to the already hugely debted US economy. 
This debt bubble is already popping and about to explode. When (not if) it does the US economy will go into
total meltdown and so will the global economy. People will be forced to live very simply and to ‘support one 
another’ and co-create positive localised projects/businesses and this will become the seeds of the new 
economy. All starts with a ‘seed’ and gradually unfolds into its destined flower. Patience Patience Patience.    
* S Africa has banned flights into the country from China/Iran/Korea/Italy/Spain/Germany/UK/USA and 
flights to those countries too. Everyone entering SA will be tested for the virus. Emergency crisis always 
brings out the best in humans and nations and humanity. Let us Remember This.
* The airline/cruise ship/tourist industries (hotels/etc) will not recover from this lockdown. Even if some 
are bailed out by governments (which, by the way, is socialism at work – by capitalistic governments) the 
coronavirus is not going away (and is not supposed to go away), so .....a great waste of hundreds of billions 
that could be used for far more important issues like healthcare, education, etc, etc Modern-day tourism is 
destroying the eco-systems of the planet and using huge amounts of fossil fuel and chemicals (and 
food/water/etc) and must be stopped. Coronavirus...climate change...floods...duststorms...wildfires..economic
meltdown will stop it. And what will happen when the virus enters the prisons (2.3 million prisoners in the 
US) and the military? Wars cannot be fought with the virus hitting the military. Soldiers sleep in very close 
quarters – the virus just loves this. It is NOT war against the virus but against ego-lunacy.  
Meanwhile huge rainstorms, floods and duststorms are hitting Brazil, the Middle East, USA (Texas), etc.  

Very Important: Go to UTube ‘Andrew Saul’ (and Vit C) and you will discover that, beyond doubt, high-
dosages of Vit C (especially powder or injections) is the best natural antiviral. This high-dosage has to be at 
least 2,000mg to 5,000mg daily. For 80 years this has been known but suppressed by the medical 
associations and big pharma because high-dosage Vit C could of course replace big pharma antivirals and 
antibiotics. Start taking Vit C and recommend it to all. Even children can take high dosages (1,000mg) quite 
safely.  Zinc (minimum 15mg daily) and selenium are also impotant.       
Even more important is the need to Be in a Positive ‘Elevated’ (High-Vibration) State of Consciousness as 
this closes off the aura (etheric body) from negative energies, including viruses. But this requires one to do 
whatever is necessary to be in this State because it does just happen – one needs to activate ones higher 
Consciousness/Mind via meditation and Positive Thinking, and recognise that what is happening carries 
Purpose and Meaning, and is meant to and will Awaken huge numbers of humans to their larger Life Purpose
and Vocation (from Latin - ones ‘Higher Calling’). Vocation is not the same as career or profession. 
Humanity/humans is/are being called to its/their ‘Higher Calling’ or Soul Work, and this in most cases 
requires ‘careers’ to be knocked out for a while. Thus the economic (career/work) meltdown and the birth of 
a new economic system that will put Vocation first and foremost. This is obviously a huge trans>formation. 

GOD IS ON THE MOVE.....SOMETHING IS HAPPENING....      



The Great Darkness will be followed by the Great Brightness. For Absolute Sure. 

And finally let us repeat that the ultimate culmination of all that is occurring (re the coming Great 
Brightness) is the destined Appearance of the Avatar of the Age of Aquarius. It is really vital that people 
‘hold this in their Minds’ for this can only occur after the Long Darkness and the Wilderness Experience. 
Without the Darkness the human ego cannot and will not ‘surrender’ , and without the ‘surrender’ and ‘going
down on ones so-called knees’ (Capricorn governs the ‘knees’) this Appearance cannot occur for the ego 
would still be ‘in charge’ and not the Soul. The ego (or Shadow self) has existed and developed over 
thousands of incarnations and is very powerful and thus too super-arrogant. It must fall down and then.....

                              
          

     

  
            

   

   
  

   

       


